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American History Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Drawing on his years of
experience as a history professor and longtime guitar dealer, author Jay Pilzer leads us on an
entertaining and thoughtful journey through the fascinating, diverse, and sometimes wild history of
the guitar in America. Viewed through the broad scope of the American experience, this
retrospective cleverly melds together such unexpected guitar-related subjects as the Tulip Mania of
1636, the swaying hips of hula girls in Hawaii, and what really powered Jimmy Hendrix s
Stratocaster at Woodstock. Our author ponders all aspects of guitar history, including: - How the
period of the Enlightenment was an influence on guitars - Why the economics of the 1600s were a
prelude to guitar prices of the twenty-first century - The surprising influences on guitar designs and
styles - How the advent of American steamboats and railroads helped guitar sales - The
development of blues and jazz, and the types of instruments used for each style - The affects of
installment buying on guitar sales after the Great Depression - How and why guitar quality declined
in...
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An exceptional publication and also the typeface applied was fascinating to learn. It normally will not expense excessive. Your life period will be transform
once you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Rachelle O'Connell-- Rachelle O'Connell

This publication could be worth a read through, and far better than other. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a worth reading through.
You may like just how the author compose this publication.
-- Dr. Kayley Kovacek PhD-- Dr. Kayley Kovacek PhD
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